
 

KESWICK  ISLAND SUB-LESSEE’S CONCERNS – 2/6/2018 

AIRPORT FLIGHTS ETC. 
Flight prices & availability: The charter price went up from $360 to $512 one way then increased to 
$770, which is what the rest of Australia pays to go to Singapore. We know the flight prices were for 
a charter flight both ways but the island manager was charging residents both ways. Campers & 
Beach House guests only pay a minimum amount to fly over. Access to cheaper seat prices is 
infrequent and often doesn’t fit in with the time of day requirements. Where we can see that flight 
seat space is actually available when a plane lands, the Operations Manager has deceived the booker 
about availability and charges for a charter flight unnecessarily. Sub-Lessee Holders (SLH) have been 
charged in advance for flights off their credit card for flights that weren’t taken. 
 
No competition: The Head Lease Holder (HLH) exercises complete control of access by air and sea 
contrary to ‘free access’ conditions on lease.  Commercial flights should not be a monopoly. 
 
OH&S: Aviation safety is prejudiced by buildings and people living on runway. The aerodrome is run 
by amateurs without proper training.  
 
Private access: Unavailability of SLH’s (bar one) with their own planes or helicopters to be able to fly 
in even though the airstrip manual provides criteria with which permission will be given. Access to fly 
in has been denied many times saying the airport is closed in times of good landing conditions. 
 
Time of Access: The gate to access the runway to the barge ramp is only open between 7.00am and 
5.00pm. Outside of those hours, SLH can’t access their boats if they want to leave earlier or return 
later than those times. 
 
 
FREIGHT 
Lack of freight access: SLH are permitted Coles food freight at a charge of $1/kg via airplane once a 
fortnight up to a certain total weight, but no other flights are allowed to carry freight. How are we 
supposed to get anything else brought over from the mainland unless we use our own transport? 
Permission is denied to contact the pilot regarding freight or flight matters. 
 
 
ACCESS BY SEA 
Lack of boat access: The temporary jetty, which is currently closed for repairs that aren’t expected 
to actually happen, doesn’t always reach the water except at high tide making it extremely difficult 
and totally ineffective for use.  
 
Unfulfilled contractual obligations: Government has ignored failure of Head Lessee to honour their 
contract with the people of Queensland to the detriment of the SLH. (Boat ramp, public jetty, 
marina). 
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Boat insurance issues: The existing 6 public moorings remain unsurveyed making boat owner’s 
insurance invalid. SLH have to provide insurance certificate of currency, whilst the HLH won’t 
provide it in return.  
 
Inadequate boat moorings: The 6 public moorings have been inadequate and are now non-existent 
after being purposely cut & dropped to the ocean bed in 2017 by the HLH creating an anchoring 
hazard in the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park. This was due to general deterioration that resulted in 4 
of the 6 mooring buoys sinking rendering them unusable whilst creating an anchoring hazard. Post 
TC Debbie the HLH blamed the cyclone for this event even though the 2 remaining buoys still 
remained, and the Operations Manager advised no further funds would be spent on fixing the issue. 
They were then purposely sunk leaving 6 mooring ground tackles on the bottom of the sea bed 
creating further anchoring hazard. Some 6 months later 4 of the tackles were removed. Currently 
there are still 2 mooring tackles and 6 mooring blocks on the bottom of a well-used anchorage site in 
Horseshoe Bay. We have gone from a promised marina to 6 moorings, to zero moorings.  
 
 
SERVICES 
Cost & Availability: The cost of gas is currently $55/9kg bottle ($20 in Mackay) and fuel is $2.20/litre 
($1.58/litre in Mackay). We can only access these services on Tuesdays between 11.00 and 11.30am. 
 
No gazetted post code: Keswick Island doesn’t have a gazetted post code, therefore it makes it 
extremely difficult and time-consuming to open accounts with Government departments, banks and 
other institutions as the Keswick Island suburb and post code don’t appear in program’s drop down 
boxes. We have to create an account at Keswick Island as part of the address and Mackay as the 
suburb with 4740 as the post code (when we are actually 4741 according to Mackay City Council). 
There is a Keswick Island Drive in Mackay which confuses the issue even further… 

 
ROADS 
State of the roads: Temporary repair of the roads were made more than 5 years ago and have never 
been fixed properly creating hazardous road surfaces. 
 
Roadside maintenance: Mowing along the roadside on the front of lots has been cut back by at least 
50% which has detracted from the tidy appearance of the island for SLH & guests. 
 
Only electric new golf buggies: KDPL autocratically decided, without consultation or consideration 
of residents, to only allow new buggies on the island to be electric instead of petrol powered, 
regardless of whether the battery system in your home can handle the extra load of charging an 
electric buggy. On a hilly island such as Keswick, this is impractical, especially considering most 
homes don’t have solar battery power sufficient to charge an electric buggy. You need to run the 
generator to do it and fill it with fuel at ~$2.20/litre ‘island price’. 
 
 
COMMUNICATION 
Lack of resolution: SLH denied natural justice – correspondence not answered or acknowledged, 
reasons not given. 
 
Lack of communication: Island events that affect SLH are never communicated except by rumours 
from the Operations Manager, which are often false. KDPL have not shared any of their plans with 
SLH since Eytan Udovitch started working for them. As rate/levy payers, this leaves SLH feeling left in 
the dark and that KDPL don’t care about them. Also experience of unanswered requests, stopping all 
meetings for no given reason, hearing about the potential sale from a local reporter and not from 
the Head Lessee.  
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MUTUAL RESPECT 
Afraid to communicate with HLH: It’s difficult to ask any questions of KDPL or provide feedback as 
they are vindictive. In one case, when KDPL head office were asked about the mail service (which 
wasn’t being provided effectively) The Operations Manager informed a SLH that they wouldn’t have 
access to services such as mail, fuel, gas, food freight flight access or seat prices on the plane. This 
restriction remained in place for a whole year, even though the lot clearing business they own 
required fuel to operate. 
 
Discrimination: Several current and past residents that rent properties have experienced many 
instances where they felt discriminated against due to Operations Manager making living here 
difficult. This was brought about by creating ridiculous rules on a whim that only apply to renters 
leaving the residents feeling as though KDPL wanted them to leave Keswick Island. 
 
Lack of employment opportunities: KDPL employed a few SLH’s in the early days as sub-contractors, 
only to fire them when the Operations Manager and his family were employed, taking those jobs 
and reducing their income dramatically.  
 
Nepotism: One SLH that worked on KDPL’s social media was fired and replaced by the CEO’s son. 
That same SLH was also working on a tourism website for Keswick Underwater Adventures and on 
nearing completion was fired by the client and replaced a KDPL staff member’s sister. 
 
 
TOURISM  
Inadequate support: SLH have worked hard to encourage and support tourism for Keswick only to 
have it destroyed completely by the HLH. KDPL’s actions resulted in businesses closing/ceasing 
operations on Keswick and far fewer people visiting the island. Past operators affected include 
Keswick Island Resorts House Letting, Keswick Island Guest House, Megaforce Charters, Keswick 
Underwater Adventures and Keswick Island Tourism. 
 
Access to local destinations: The Beach Hut at Basil Bay and the Keswick Kiosk decks are both closed 
to SLH unless advance permission is sought – yet they are open to the public and guests of HLH-
owned operations such as campers and Beach House guests. The same applies for access to the road 
to Connie Bay, Horseshoe Bay and Langton Point. 
 
Negative attitude: The HLH’s Operations Manager and partner both have a very negative attitude 
towards anything that promotes people coming to the island. When seeing guests arrive for the first 
time, they have been overheard saying negative things that should have been warm and welcoming 
instead of embarrassing and off-putting. The treatment of visitors to Keswick, eg. boaties, the 
Shaggers group, guests to non-KDPL residences and SLH family and guests has been sub-standard 
and entirely without respect. 
 
Unhelpful & misleading information: Property buyers and general enquiries via email and phone for 
accommodation, flights or tourism, along with many groups and clubs that have enquired about 
visiting Keswick Island have been rudely treated, discouraged and ill-informed by KDPL staff both 
locally and in Sydney to a point where Keswick Island has earned a very bad reputation discouraging 
people even further.  
 
Denial of marketing Keswick: A SLH employed as a web designer looked after the Keswick Island 
Tourism website and social media and was fired after publishing a video about an air/sea rescue of 
SLH’s from Silloth Rocks nearby even though the incident brought worldwide recognition of Keswick 
Island. The SLH then had to close the KIT website and social media pages even though it had a large 
following and was helpful to those wishing to visit Keswick Island. 
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RATES & LEVIES 
Inadequate calculation: The levies notice sent to SLH refers to an explanation of the calculations 
used to compute the total levies amount on the Keswick Community website. Yet the calculations 
don’t match the amount invoiced on the levy notice. 
 
Substandard invoicing: Levy invoicing not in accord with terms of sub-lease and does not conform to 
tax office and accounting standards. 
 
Instalment frequency: Only 2 instalments are available one month apart, whereas mainlanders can 
pay quarterly. 
 
Levy usage & collection: The full levied amount not been spent on the declared facilities due to 
some non-payment of levies. It is KDPL’s job to collect levies and there are provisions in the 
Subleases to handle non-payment which is not exercised.  
 
 
GREEN WASTE COLLECTION: 
Nil frequency: Not available at any time for free, whereas mainlanders can receive up to 3 per year. 
Some SLH had to pay several hundred dollars for green waste pickup from the road after TC Debbie, 
which we believe should have been a free service. 
 
 
LACK OF DEVELOPMENT 
Removal of declared facilities: Government allowed a unilateral removal of declared facilities 
(airport) without consultation with SLH, making it a private airstrip. 
 
Development stasis: While the island has been on the market for sale over the past 3 years, the HLH 
has not undertaken any development on the island and has stifled initiatives by others to raise the 
awareness of Keswick Island. 
 
Property value reduction: Massive devaluation of property has occurred due to lack of promised 
development, antagonism created with local businesses, bad reputation within region, difficulty in 
building, exorbitant cost of building, general antagonism to potential purchasers of land and more.  
 
Insurance & finance problems: House insurance is very difficult and extremely expensive to organise 
on Keswick Island while banking institutions won’t approve loans for property or houses. The HLHs 
have not undertaken to make it easier for SLH to get insured or for prospective buyers to get a loan 
for property on Keswick. 
 
 
DENIAL OF RIGHTS 
Denial of rights: As Queensland citizens, SLH feel as though they are treated as serfs. 
 
Lack of transparency: KDPL’s arrogance and lack of transparency in all dealings with SLH is 
disappointing and infuriating. Such as no explanation of costs or increases. 
 
Bullying: SLH have been bullied by HLH staff on numerous occasions… It’s pretty much a case of 
“Shut up, you have no rights. Tell anyone what we do and you will suffer in one way or another!” 
 
Ungrateful attitude: There is an overall complete lack of recognition, obligation, common decency 
and customer service to those SLH who have complied 100% to all requirements of the sub-lease. Eg. 
Those that have built a home, paid all levies, rates or rent on time, have correct house, public 
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liability and boat insurance, pay all service invoices on time and comply with island rules are given no 
thanks and made to feel like second class citizens. Prior to the introduction of the CEO, SLH were 
hugely supportive to the Head Lessee and the island in general despite lack of performance. SLH’s as 
a group have also contributed the vast majority of development during the terms of the last 2 Head 
Lessee’s building 24 residences. SLH are the major client of the Head Lessee, where virtually all their 
income comes from in the form of levies and services paid for, and yet are still treated badly. It’s a 
well-known fact that the HLH dislikes the SLH intensely. 
 
Misinformation: SLH dislike being told by the Operations Manager that things will get much worse 
under the new Head Lessee. Eg. our private boats at the dry storage which we pay for will have to 
go, all houses will be sold as they don’t want Australians living here, it will be a gated community for 
the Chinese. 
 
Service difficulties: On many occasions in the past, SLH were relied upon by KDPL to help during 
times of need in this small community. Yet despite all this, the SLH have been ignored and ostracised 
for years by KDPL’s staff.  SLH are not informed when flights are available, barge is coming, shop is 
open, nor are they allowed to visit the shop as it is only available for their guests. This is the 
experience, even though SLH supported the shop to the best of their ability with the exorbitant 
prices in the early days and were later belittled by KDPL for the amount of money spent.  
 
Examples of poor service without recourse: 

 Being charged for 3 days storage at the harbour when the item actually went straight on the 
barge to Keswick Island. 

 Brand new full-size refrigerator seriously damaged to almost useless while being shipped to 
Keswick island as it was left standing upside down.  

 Megaforce charter boat travelling from Mackay harbour to Keswick Island turned around 
half way as the sea was too rough. No refund or credit received. 

 KDPL would not let a SLH’s golf buggy on the island until they consulted the local member 
for Whitsunday. The buggy was then allowed access on the island. 

 
Buck passing & covering up errors: KDPL avoid putting any changes of rules on the island in writing 
so issues can’t be quoted back by SLH. Instead the changes are only discovered when they are told 
off for being in the wrong after breaking the rules. 
 
Double standards set by KDPL: Eg. Unlicensed drivers operating vehicles on public and private 
roads including Operations Manager’s young adult family members with disabilities and children 
under license age. 
 
Privileged information: The Operation Manager’s family appeared to be using privileged information 
with regards to residents for personal or KDPL advantage. 

 
BREACHES BY HLH 
Blatant breaches by HLH include overloaded trucks on light traffic roads, unauthorised land clearing, 
failure to prevent silt flowing into local waters, denial of access, unlicensed employees operating 
plant and vehicles, unapproved building by unlicensed persons not to Qld standards. 
 
 
LACK OF GOVERNMENT SUPPORT 
A lack of government support has been experienced at all levels. The willingness of government to 
let KDPL off the hook at SLH’s expense has been appalling. Ie. The head-lessee was able to get the 
government to take out the clauses in the head lease relevant to spending money to develop the 
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island and build a jetty and marina. They made their master plan available for SLH to view but didn’t 
carry out or complete any of the intended development. 
 
 
PROPERTY MATTERS 
Reduced value: Sometimes due to illness, death or financial reasons some sub lease holders need to 
sell their properties on Keswick Island.  These sales have only occurred at ridiculously reduced prices 
due to a complete lack of development from the current HLH. 
 
Exploitation: During the sale process the SLH is subject to aggressive bullying from the HLH for up 
front charges to pay for the HLH’s solicitor’s fees. SLH selling vacant land are made to clear their 
blocks, and in some cases clear completely, while ~50 blocks that the head-lessee owns are never 
maintained. The SLH’s are expected to use KDPL staff to perform this task including removal & 
mulching of green waste and over charge as they want, otherwise the contract will not proceed. 
 
Unnecessary delays: There are extraordinarily long delays by the HLHs and their solicitors to move 
contracts forward. This has in some cases pushed the buyers into pulling out of the contract, walking 
away from what they see as an impossible, futile situation. The sellers still having to pay the costs 
incurred to date and then again when another buyer comes by.  
 


